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Nice scifi adventure game. Sometimes chalenging and a bit weird but much to do. Lots of variety and even after play new things
are found like strange vr-world and other planets to walk. Not perfect but Good grafik on most level and sound & music... If you
are interested in realistic evolution, this game is perfect for you. It all feels so real as you watch your creatures evolve from
awful little worms into a plethora of varying species. This is the game I have been waiting for. A game where the creatures are
premade, and where the results of every single simulation will be different.

It does come with bug, of course. Its in beta. I'll admit, the preformace is awful as of now. Still, bugs can be fixed. Once this
game is done, it will be an amazing simulation of evolution. If you are interested and have the money I encourage you to
purchase it now as the more money it recieves at this stage the better it will turn out in the end.. This game is a game i thought i
would try and ask for a refund because i couldn't get the demo. The atmosphere and sound is top notch especially while playing
in the dark. The little touches such as clicking the L button once to run then having to click it again just once to walk instead of
holding it down like resident evil 7 is amazing. The records in the save room playing some creepy old music when you save was
a very nice edition. I agree with some other reviewers when they say you NEED original ideas away from resident evil games
because anyone can just buy the resident evil 2 remake if that was the case. I love how the zombie literally followed me down
the stairs to go after me. I just started playing the game and haven't gotten the gun yet but the knife seems very under powered.
The survival element is all there its not a easy game and you will feel relieved escaping enemies and making it to the next room
without dying. "I also wish they would add some kind of broadcast or something creepy to the radio or some kind of creepy
chilling phone call those always give me the creeps in games"

To the developer : Please keep updating the game and keep it original in someways than resident evil but at the same time keep
the survival aspect and creepy atmosphere. Im so tired of the sewer environments and greenhouse kind of rooms in resident evil
if that helps. i know everyone says this is like RE and silent hill but also take a look at a game like evil within 1 and 2 those are
master pieces to get some ideas. A great, sleek game with a bit of nonlinearity and a small plot twist. Not really a horror, just has
a little suspence presented. Definitely deserves a price tag.. quot;Armor makes me strong but without it I'm stronger"
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ENG:

Brilliant and hilarious and challenging and addictive at the same time a car game. Referral!

FIN:

Loistava ja hullun hauska ja haastava ja samalla koukuttava autopeli. Suositteluni!. Love this game. It can be fiendishly difficult
in places, the controls are many and you'll need to adjust them to be able to play, but it's so refreshing to find a game that is
genuinely challenging, rather than just frustrating and cheesey, or just plainly too easy.

I build RC rock crawlers. Playing a game based on the full scale vehicles is about as close to my dream game as I think it is
possible to get. The complexity won't be for everyone, but it's definitely one of those games that when you get it right, it all
comes together and you effortlessly get your rig over that difficult obstacle, you will find yourself cheering.. The game is based
on sound and listening for movement. The sound on this game is terrible, absolute rubbish. No plot and the worst voice
acting*** ruins the game. What a shame.. Good minuture game, can be nice but gets boring after a while. To improve this game
the devs should have more ideas for different types of game modes. Without changing the game base you should just make
slight changes to the game to give it more content and modes and it will be more interesting for longer. Overall worth a try.. A
very nice twist on the shoot-em-up concept. Between the wide variety of ships and accessories available and the way the
enemies keep evolving, it's a new game every playthrough and the game stays interesting after many hours. I've spent hours
playing arcade mode and having fun. However, I think the game as a whole has a lot of areas for improvement.

The fantasy background is really bright and I have trouble seeing the enemy projectiles on it. It would be nice if there was an
option to turn it off, and\/or it was made less bright. Some of the achievements are tedious, especially the Ace and Ace of Aces
ones. Also, there seems to be little reason to play on any difficulty except easy except for bragging rights. Maybe make the
credit reward for playing on the higher difficulties larger?

The feature I would most like to see added is more information. By that I mean stuff like the precise stats of each ship and
information on what each of the charts on the stats screen mean. It would be really interesting to me to see how the aliens
evolve, but I don't know what half of the stats on the stats page even mean. Specifically I have almost no idea what the different
shields do, a more detailed explanation would be nice.

In conclusion, I think that this game presents a great concept, but it could use a lot of improvement as a game. I think it's well
worth it for the current price, and I hope to see these issues fixed in the future.
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